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Abstract

In online auctions there are two different rules for ending auctions: a hard close and a soft close.
An auction with a hard close rule is closed at a fixed and scheduled ending time, while a scheduled
ending time will be extended for several minutes if someone submits a bid in the final few minutes
in an auction with a soft close rule. This chapter examines the two ending rules and considers an
impact of the ending rules on strategies of a seller and a bidder, as well as a selling price. First,
we explain a late bidding known as sniping could be a rational strategy to bidders depending on
an ending rule. Empirical findings are consistent with theoretical prediction that sniping should
be observed more often in a hare close auction than in a soft close auction. Second, we introduce
another theoretical model which considers online auctions as a sequential auction. The model
predicts that a seller sets a reserve price lower in a soft close auction than in a hard close auction.
The data set collected from Nintendo DS Lite auctions in Yahoo! Japan Auctions seems to be
consistent with the theoretical result. Third, we look at empirical studies that a soft close auction
yields a higher selling price than a hard close auction from data sets from Yahoo! Auctions. We
finally discuss why sniping is actually observed in a soft close auction and who chooses a soft close
auction in Yahoo! Auctions.

1 Introduction

Although auctions have a long history and a variety of objects have been sold through auctions

from time immemorial, auctions have been not necessarily familiar to general public.1 Only when an

immense amount of money was paid for paintings at auctions, auctions became a topic for people.

However, since Onsale and eBay established online auction websites in 1995, auctions became accessible

to people and the overall volume of transaction via auctions increased. As a matter of fact, eBay

reported that the total value of goods sold on eBay reached 68.6 billion dollars in 2011 (0.45 % of

GDP in the U.S.).2 Success of eBay has caused many firms to establish their own online auction

website. The online auction sites allow various options to sellers and charge different fees of the

options. For example, Yahoo! allows sellers to choose a rule for closing auction while eBay does not.

Sellers pay a fee of 0.10 to 4.00 dollars for listing an auction in eBay auctions while sellers pay no

fees in Webstore auctions. Several websites compare the options and fees among online auction sites

∗Faculty of Economics, Daito Bunka University; 560, Iwadono, Higashi Matsuyama, Saitama, Japan 355-8501; E-
mail:tsuchihasi@ic.daito.ac.jp

1McMillan (2002) gives an example that ancient Greeks used auctions to sell slaves and wives, and Krishna (2010)
introduces a report from Herodotus that auctions were used in Babylon in 500 B.C.

2Online: [http://www.ebayinc.com/who] (2012)
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and provide a detailed review on online auction sites.3 These options are not allowed by traditional

auction houses such as Sotheby’s and Christie’s, but instead are inherent in online auctions.

Recently, these options have attracted economists’ attention, and an ending rule becomes an issue

of economics.4 There are two different rules for ending auctions: a hard close rule and a soft close rule.

An auction with a hard close rule (hereafter, a hard close auction) is closed at a fixed and scheduled

ending time, while a scheduled ending time will be extended for several minutes if someone submits

a bid in the final few minutes in an auction with a soft close rule (hereafter, a soft close auction).

Most of online auction sites including eBay employ a hard close rule, and quite a few online auction

sites including Amazon employ a soft close rule. Amazon, however, shut down the auction site at the

end of October 2000; thus, to my knowledge, a soft close rule is currently used by only Yahoo! Japan

Auctions. Yahoo! provides a free option to sellers to choose one from two ending rules.

Initially, an ending rule has been studied in relation to brisk bidding just before the auction ends,

which is known as sniping (Roth and Ockenfels, 2002; Ariely, Ockenfels and Roth, 2005; Ockenfels

and Roth, 2006). Sniping is widely observed in online auctions, and Roth and Ockenfels (2002)

explained that sniping is a rational strategy for bidders. Furthermore, Roth and Ockenfels empirically

showed that sniping occurs more frequently in a hard close auction (eBay) than in a soft close auction

(Amazon). Ockenfels and Roth (2006) constructed a game theoretical model to examine how ending

rules influence the frequency of sniping. Ockenfels and Roth found that evidence from eBay and

Amazon auctions is consistent with the theoretical prediction. Ariely, Ockenfels and Roth (2005)

complemented the evidence by the result from a laboratory experiment. Duffy and Unver (2008)

developed the other type model of online auctions and consider how different ending rules affect

bidding strategies. In their model, an auction consists of T periods, and each bidder can submits at

most a single bid in each period according to a strategy represented by finite automata. In addition to

theoretical results, they obtained several results from simulation with the agent-based methodology.

They showed that sniping is more employed by bidders in a hard close auction than in a soft close

auction, but the frequency decreases as the number of bidders increases.

These studies focus on a bidder’s behavior in relation to an ending rule, but a seller’s behavior is

3For example, TechMediaNetwork provides such reviews in its website TopTenREVIEWS. Online: [http://online-
auction-sites.toptenreviews.com/] (2012).

4Lucking-Reiley (2000) describes some inherent features of online auctions including a choice of time duration, starting
prices, secret reserve prices, and buy-it-now prices (pp. 243-245), and discusses some strategic manipulations such as
shilling and bid shielding (pp. 245-246). See also Carey (1993) and Vincent (1995) for a secret reserve price, and
Budish and Takeyama (2001), Che (2011), and Inami (2011) for a buy-it-now price. Bajari and Hortacsu (2004) provide
an excellent survey on both theoretical and empirical studies of online auctions. Bajari and Hortacsu discuss topics
including sniping, winner’s cause, and reputation mechanisms. The winner’s cause is a phenomenon that, due to a lack
of information, bidders are likely to evaluate auctioned items higher than the actual value and overbid in a so-called
common value auction, yielding a loss to the winner. The winner’s cause is also frequently observed in online auctions.
See also Bajari and Hortacsu (2003). Steiglitz (2007) provides an interesting textbook that widely covers the above
topics of online auctions.
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also involved in an ending rule because an ending rule changes the structure of auctions. Tsuchihashi

(2012) focuses on a seller’s behavior. With certain assumptions, Tsuchihashi theoretically shows that

a reserve price is set at lower in a soft close auction than in a hard close auction.

Houser and Wooders (2005) and Glover and Raviv (2012) analyzed the relationship between ending

rules and selling prices. Houser and Wooders designed a field experiment where identical pairs of gift

cards are simultaneously auctioned in Yahoo! Auctions and one of the pair is sold in a soft close

auction while the other is sold in a hard close auction. Glover and Raviv collected data from auctions

of new Apple 60 GB Video iPods in Yahoo! Auctions. These studies empirically show that on average

a soft close auction significantly leads to a higher selling price than a hard close auction.

Reviewing these studies, this chapter examines the impact of an ending rule on strategies of a seller

and a bidder, as well as a selling price. For that purpose, we introduce theoretical models in terms of

game theory. We need theoretical models to analyze auctions from a viewpoint of economics.5 Game

theory and mechanism design have developed theoretical models of auctions. The theoretical models

consider auctions as a game. A seller and a bidder are players in the game, and they choose strategies

in order to maximize their payoffs. A seller wants to sell his/her item at a high price while a bidder

wants to buy the item for a low price. Suppose that we list an auction in Yahoo! Japan Auctions. A

seller’s strategy contains the following decisions. We first make a title, write a description and a status

of the item, set a starting price, and select listing duration and an ending rule. We can then upload

at most three pictures and set a buy-it-now price with no admission. In addition to the free options,

we can use paid options such as additional big pictures and a secret reserve price. The final selling

price is affected by these decisions. Similarly, a bidder’s strategy is the following plan for bidding.

Suppose that we buy an item via auctions. At the same time, identical items may be listed by several

auctions; thus, we have to decide what auction to participate. We then decide what bid and when to

submit given our willingness to pay for the item. The bidder’s strategy also affects the selling price.

The seller and bidders will carefully choose their strategies in order to maximize their payoffs given

the other players’ strategies. For example, different starting prices may attract bids in different ways.

Similarly, the bidder’s strategy depends on both the seller’s optimal strategy and the other bidders’

strategies. These strategies are referred to as an optimal strategy, and a theoretical analysis intends

to find an equilibrium, that is, a pair of optimal strategies.

The organization of this chapter is as follows. Section 2 focuses on sniping. Section 3 analyzes the

relationship between an ending rule and a reserve price. Section 4 explains the impact of the ending

rules on a selling price, and Section 5 provides concluding remarks.

5Krishna (2010) is a standard textbook of auction theory.
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2 Ending rule and sniping

Although online auctions are usually being held for several days, bids are often concentrated in the

last few minutes. This late bidding is known as sniping. Roth and Ockenfels (2002) explained that

sniping is a reasonable behavior of bidders in two ways. First, sniping can avoid bidding wars with

bidders who want to be a high bidder or those who employ an incremental bidding strategy. Second,

by sniping, bidders can conceal their beneficial information from the other bidders and probably a

seller as well.

The first explanation predicts that sniping occurs more often in a hard close auction than in a

soft close auction, but sniping may also provoke bidding wars in a soft close auction whenever bidders

continue to bid. The second explanation foresees that sniping will be observed more often in an auction

with a common value than in an auction with an independent private value.

A common value implies that bidders cannot necessarily appreciate the value because they do

not have enough information even if experts have a consensus on the value of the auctioned item.

Examples include antiques and paintings. Suppose that a modern art work is auctioned, and a certain

person prefers the art work. He/she is now willing to pay for the art work up to 600 dollars. Now

he/she knows that a famous art critic submits 1500 dollars for the art work. He/she will then realize

that the art work is of considerably more value than he/she expected, and consequently he/she will

raise his/her evaluation and bid for the art work. As the example describes, in a common value

auction, someone’s bid can convey information about the item’s value to the other bidders, and the

valuation for the item can be affected by the other bidders’ bids. An independent private value implies

that each bidder privately evaluates the item and the evaluation is not affected by the other bidders’

bids. Other examples include computers and electric devices. Suppose that a bidder intends to use a

computer privately and thus understands its value to him/her, the other bidder’s bids will not change

the private value.

To test the above hypothesis, Roth and Ockenfels (2006) randomly collected data of auctions from

eBay Antiques (a hard close auction with a common value), eBay Computers (a hard close auction

with an independent private value), Amazon Antiques (a soft close auction with a common value)

and Amazon Computers (a soft close auction with an indipendent private value). Roth and Ockenfels

empirically show that (i) sniping occurs more in eBay than in Amazon in each category, and (ii)

sniping occurs more in eBay Antiques than in eBay Computers, as predicted.

Ockenfels and Roth (2006) proposed a game theoretic model of online auctions with a soft close

and a hard close, and suggested another explanation that sniping occurs in a hard close auction: by

sniping, bidders collude in order to hold the price up.
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In their model, a single item is sold at auction where n bidders participate.6 The auction consists

of two types of bidding stages: an early stage and a late stage. All bids are successfully accepted with

certainty and bidders can re-submit after observing the other bidders’ bids in the early stage, while

a bid is successfully accepted with probability ρ < 1 and no bidder has time to react to the other

bidders in the late stage. In other word, bidders simultaneously submit in the late stage. In both

stages, a bid must exceed a price equal to the current price plus a small increment s > 0. The current

price is equal to the second highest bid plus the small increment.7 In their model, an auction contains

different numbers of stages depending on an ending rule.

Hard close. A hard close auction consists of the single early stage and the single late stage. The

auction surely ends after the late stage.

Soft close. A soft close auction consists of potentially infinite pairs of early stage and late stage. If

at least one bid is successfully accepted in the last stage, then the auction moves on to the new early

stage, and the subsequent late stage. If no bid is successfully accepted in any late stage, then the

auction ends.

A bidder submits a bid after observing a history of current prices. A bidder’s strategy is a plan

for bidding based on the history. The bidder who submits the highest bid throughout the auction

becomes a winner. The winner’s payment is equal to the current price. Ockenfels and Roth obtained

the following proposition.

Proposition 1. (Ockenfels and Roth, 2006) With a positive probability that bids are unaccepted

in a late stage, there exists an equilibrium in which bidders submit in only the late stage in a hard

close auction with a common value and an independent private value. However, no such equilibrium

can exist in a soft close auction.

The proposition says that bidding in the late stage, sniping, can be a rational strategy of bidders

in a hard close auction, but it can never be a rational strategy in a soft close auction. Furthermore,

the proposition implies that sniping lowers a selling price, hence a seller’s revenue. To see this, we

consider the following example suggested by Ockenfels and Roth. Two bidders participate an auction

and evaluate the item at V . Suppose that both bidders submit V in the early stage. These strategies

6A seller is not a player in this model.
7The small increment is exogenously determined. When the highest bid b(1) is smaller than the price of the second

highest bid b(2) plus the increment s, the current price equates to the highest bid, that is, a current price is equal to
min{b(1), b(2) + s}. This is actually true in eBay and Yahoo!, but the small increment raises as the current price goes up.
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constitute an equilibrium, which means that any bidder cannot profitably deviate from the strategy.

In the equilibrium, the bidder who submits first wins the auction, and the item is sold at a selling

price V . A seller obtains a revenue of V , while both bidders obtain a zero payoff. Suppose next that

both bidders submit V in the late stage and they react by submitting V in the early stage for any

deviation. These strategies also constitute an equilibrium. In the equilibrium, each bidder obtains the

expected payoff given by:

ρ(1− ρ)(V − 0) +
1

2
ρ2(V − V ) = ρ(1− ρ)V > 0.

The first term shows a winner’s expected payoff in a case that the winner’s bid is alone accepted

in the late stage. This case arises with probability ρ(1 − ρ), where the winner’s bid is successfully

accepted with probability ρ and a loser’s bid is not with probability 1− ρ. In this case, a selling price

is zero, and the winner’s payoff is V − 0 = V . The second term shows the winner’s expected payoff in

a case that bids of the both bidders are successfully accepted in the last stage. This case arises with

probability ρ2, and a winner is equally likely chosen. In this case, a selling price is V , and the winner’s

payoff is V − V = 0. Therefore, by sniping, bidders can increase their expected payoffs (from zero to

ρ(1− ρ)V ), decreasing the seller’s payoff (from V to ρ2V ).

3 Ending rule and reserve price

In this section, by reviewing McAfee and Vincent (1997) and Tsuchihashi (2012), we consider how

ending rules affect reserve prices. McAfee and Vincent provide a model of a sequential auction with

a single item. Because in online auctions a seller can continue to list a new auction until his/her item

is sold, the McAfee and Vincent’s model can be considered as an online auction with a hard close.

Tsuchihashi then constructs a model of an online auction with a soft close by developing the McAfee

and Vincent’s model.

First, we introduce a model describing online auctions where a seller chooses a sequence of reserve

prices and bidders decide a bid and timing to submit. The model is described as follows. A seller

wants to sell a single item to n bidders through an online auction. We formalize online auctions as

a sequential auction, which consists of potentially infinite periods t = 1, 2, · · · . If the item remains

unsold in period t = 1, then the auction moves on to the next period t = 2. If the item is sold in

period t, then the auction finishes at the period t.

We consider each period game as a standard sealed-bid second-price auction (SPA) or a modified

SPA depending on ending rules (Figure 1).

Hard close. The seller posts a reserve price rt at the beginning of period t. The bidders simulta-

neously submit bids. All bids at or above reserve price rt are accepted. The bidder who submitted
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the highest bid b ≥ rt wins the auction. The winner’s payment is equal to the second highest bid if at

least two bids are accepted, and the reserve price if only a single bid is accepted. Figure 2 shows the

payment rule.

Hard -
1

no bid
2

no bid
3

no bid

?

4
bid(s)

end

period

Soft -
1

no bid
2

no bid
3

no bid

?

4
bid(s)

second stage
?

end

period

Figure 1: Hard close and soft close auctions

-
reserve price bid

2nd highest
bid

1st highest

?selling price

price

-
bid

2nd highest
reserve price bid

1st highest

?selling price

price

Figure 2: Selling price in sealed-bid second-price auction

Soft close. Any period has potentially two stages. The seller posts a reserve price rt at the beginning

of the first stage of period t. The bidders simultaneously submit bids. All bids at or above reserve

price rt are accepted. If at least one bid is accepted in the first stage, then the auction moves on to

the second stage of the current period t (rather than period t + 1). In the second stage, the bidders

again simultaneously submit bids. All bids at or above the current price which is equal to the reserve

price or the second highest bid of the first stage. The winner’s payment is equal to the second highest

bid if at least two bids are accepted, and the reserve price if only a single bid is accepted. The second

stage corresponds to the extended time in soft close auctions. The second stage captures the inherent

feature of the soft close, that bidders can surely resubmit bids after they observe the other bidders’

bids. Note that the seller does not post a new reserve price in the second stage, because in the actual

online auctions the seller cannot revise a reserve price in the extended time. If no one submits a bid

in period t, the item remains unsold, and then the auction moves on to the next period t + 1. This

flow is the same as one of the hard close.
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We employ an independent private value assumption on the bidders’ values: each bidder i privately

values the item at vi which is independently, identically and uniformly distributed over [0, 1]. We

assume that both the seller’s and bidders’ payoffs are discounted if the item is sold in period t > 2.

This assumption implies that (i) the seller wants to sell her item as soon as possible if the price

remains unchanged, and (ii) the bidder wants to get the item as soon as possible if the price remains

unchanged. Correctly, let δ ∈ (0, 1) be a discounting factor. If the item is sold at price p in period

t, the seller’s payoff is given by δt−1p, while the bidder i’s payoff is given by δt−1(vi − p) in case of

winning.

The seller’s strategy is to choose a sequence of reserve prices r = (r1, r2, · · · ). The bidder i’s

strategy is to determine what bid and when to submit given his/her value b(vi) = (b1, b2, · · · ). Note

that we describe no-bid at period t as bt = 0.

The seller and bidders intend to maximize their expected payoffs. The seller’s expected payoff of

period t is given by a selling price times a probability of the item to be sold, depending on strategies of

the seller and bidders. Denote the seller’s expected payoff of period t given strategies (r, b) by Rt(r, b),

and the expected payoff at the beginning of the auction by R(r, b):

R(r, b) = R1(r, b) + δR2(r, b) + δ2R3(r, b) + · · · . (1)

Note that the expected payoff in period t > 1 is discounted by the discounting factor δ.

The bidder’s expected payoff of period t is given by a payoff times a probability of winning,

depending on strategies of the seller and bidders. Denote the bidder i’s expected payoff of period t

given strategies (r, b) by Πt(r, b), and that at the beginning of the auction by Π(r, b):

Π(r, b) = Π1(r, b) + δΠ2(r, b) + δ2Π3(r, b) + · · · . (2)

We investigate an equilibrium in which the seller chooses a sequence of reserve prices in order

to maximize his/her expected payoff given by (1) and the each bidder chooses a plan for bidding to

maximize his/her expected payoff given by (2) given the other players’ strategies.8 The equilibrium

is given by (r∗, b∗) such that:

R(r∗, b∗) ≥ R(r, b∗), for any r,

Π(r∗, b∗) ≥ Π(r∗, b), for any b.

8Technically, Tsuchihashi (2012) derives a stationary linear equilibrium where a seller reduces reserve prices at a
constant declining rate period by period and a bidder truthfully submits his/her actual value as a bid when a reserve
price sinks to a certain proportion of his/her actual value. Furthermore, bidders are assumed to use the same strategy.
The constant declining rate of reserve prices is chosen by the seller to maximize his/her expected payoff, while the bidder
optimally chooses the proportional rate of bidding. In addition to the strategies, the equilibrium requires consistency of
a belief. The seller forms a belief about the highest valuation among bidders when he/she sets a reserve price in each
period, and the belief must be correct in equilibrium. See Tsuchihashi (2012, p. 585) for detail.
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With certain assumptions, there exist an equilibrium of the hard close auction and that of the soft

close auction. By comparing the equilibria, we obtain the following proposition.

Proposition 2. (Tsuchihashi, 2012) A bidder optimally refrains from bidding until a reserve

price sinks to a lower level in a soft close auction than in a hard close auction. In case of bidding, the

bidder submits his/her actual value as a bid in both auctions. A seller sets a lower reserve price in a

soft close auction than in a hard close auction, in any periods.

The proposition is intuitive. First, because a bidder expects a reserve price to be reduced in the

future, he/she has an incentive to refrain from bidding right now and to wait for the lower reserve

price. However, other bidders might submit bids in the current period. In such a case, no bidder has

a chance to re-submit in a hard close auction; thus, a bidder faces a trade-off between submitting now

against a current reserve price and submitting in the future against a lower reserve price. However,

any bidder has a chance to re-submit a bid after the other bidders submit bids in a soft close auction;

thus, there is no such a trade-off in a soft close auction. Consequently, any bidder submits a bid more

patiently in a soft close auction than in a hard close auction. On the other hand, a seller understands

the bidders’ optimal strategy. Therefore, in a soft close auction, the seller sets a lower reserve price

to avoid his/her payoff to be discounted. Furthermore, on average, selling prices in both auctions are

the same, given the distribution of bidders’ values.

Tsuchihashi reports that a starting price is on average set at lower in a soft close auction than in a

hard close auction from an original data set of Nintendo DS Lite auctions in Yahoo! Japan Auctions

during July and August 2008 and March 2011. In 2008, a default option was set as a hard close,

and an average starting price was 5962.5 yen in a soft close auction while 7682.7 yen in a hard close

auction. Yahoo! Japan Auctions changed a default option of ending rules at the beginning of 2009.

In 2011, a default option was set as a hard close, and an average starting price was 3662.4 yen in a

soft close auction while 4038.2 yen in a hard close auction.

Finally, we discuss assumptions put on Tsuchihashi’s model.

• An individual auction can be considered as a sequential auction which consists of (infinitely)

many periods.9 This assumption reflects an important feature of online auctions that online

9There are a few studies which analyze a sequential auction with a single item. McAfee and Vincent (1997) investigate
an optimal sequential auction with a reserve price. The optimal auction means auction formats yielding the highest payoff
to a seller (Myerson, 1981; Riley and Samuelson, 1981; Milgrom and Weber, 1982). In McAfee and Vincent’s model, an
auction consists of infinitely many sealed-bid first-price auctions or sealed-bid second-price auctions. They employ an
independent private value assumption. A seller chooses a reserve price at the beginning of each period, and then bidders
simultaneously submit bids. McAfee and Vincent characterize a perfect Bayesian equilibrium in both formats, and show
that reserve prices are decreasing period by period in equilibrium. The result is consistent with observations in actual
sequential auctions (Ashenfelter, 1989). Grant, Kajii, Menezes, and Ryan (2006) construct a model where an auction
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auction houses provide individual auctions anytime, and that a seller will re-auction an item

with no (or a few) additional cost when the item remains unsold.10

• A period can be considered as a sealed-bid second-price auction (SPA) instead of English/Japanese

auction where a price is ascending and bidders can observe the price anytime due to a proxy bid-

ding system. Online auctions employ a proxy bidding system that reacts by incremental bidding

up to the maximum value that a bidder initially submits.11 As we saw above, sniping frequently

occurs in a hard close auction; thus, a hard close auction seems a standard SPA. Although a

soft close auction is also similar with a SPA, the similarity may rely on the assumption of an

independent private value.

• Each period has a potential second stage. Even if an ending time can be extended infinitely

in an actual soft close auction, adding just a single stage, i.e. the second stage, is enough for

a theoretical analysis. This is because, it is a weakly dominant strategy for bidders to submit

their actual values in the second stage since they surely understand that the auction finishes in

the current period.

4 Ending rule and selling price

In this section, we consider the relationship between an ending rule and a selling price. Tsuchihashi

(2012) theoretically shows that on average both a soft close and a hard close auctions lead to the same

selling price, so-called revenue equivalence result. However, the result highly relies on an independent

private value. With a common value, Tsuchihashi’s model may induce a result that a soft close auction

leads to a higher selling price than a hard close auction, perhaps because bids in the first stage reveal

some private information and intensify a bidding war in the second stage. This is an analogy of a

relation between SPA and English auction. With an independent private value the seller’s expected

payoffs are indifferent between SPA and English auction, but with a common value English auction

generates a higher expected payoff to a seller than SPA due to leak of private information.

There are some empirical studies showing that a soft close auction generates a higher selling price

(or revenue) than a hard close auction (Houser and Wooders, 2005; Onur and Tomak, 2006; Glover

consists of infinitely many English auctions with an independent private value where infinitely many potential bidders
randomly arrive at the auction according to Poison arrival process. A seller chooses a reserve price and time duration in
each period. By using the model, Grant, Kajii, Menezes, and Ryan analyze a value of a seller’s commitment to future
reserve prices. They show that reserve price commitments may be socially preferable.

10In fact, cost of auctioning is quite a few. For example, Yahoo! requires 10.5 yen per an item but it is free up to 10
items per a month. A listing fee in eBay is 0.10-4.00 dollars depending on a starting prices, and Webstore requires no
admission to sellers for listing auctions.

11The similarity between SPA and English auction from a strategic viewpoint is often pointed out. For example, Bajari
and Hortacsu (2004) point out that the similarity comes from a proxy bidding system.
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and Raviv, 2012).12

Next, we introduce two empirical studies showing that a soft close auction generates a higher selling

price than a hard close auction. Houser and Wooders (2005) designed a field experiment to compare

selling prices in a soft close auction and a hard close auction. Houser and Wooders intended to sell 15

pairs of identical items (50 dollar gift certificate) in Yahoo! Auctions during the Fall 2001 academic

semester. For each pair, one item was sold in a soft close auction and the other was sold in a hard

close auction. Houser and Wooders considered the gift certificate auction as an independent private

auction, because someone’s bidding does not convey any information about the value of the item to

the other bidders. Their data set shows that a mean of selling prices is 36.15 dollars in a soft close

auction and 34.95 dollars in a hard close auction. They discovered that this difference is statistically

significant. Furthermore, they reported that in their data set a selling price becomes higher in a soft

close auction than in a hard close auction whenever the ending time is extended due to late bidding.

Glover and Raviv (2012) collected data from auctions of new Apple 60 GB Video iPods in Yahoo!

Auctions in 2006 to test whether a soft close auction yields a higher selling price than a hard close

auction. In their data set, a mean of selling price is 199.98 dollars in a soft close auction and 165.65

dollars in a hard close auction. The regression results show that using a soft close auction generates a

19 percent increase in a selling price, and the results are statistically significant. Furthermore, Glover

and Raviv suggested that more experienced sellers are likely to choose a soft close auction.

5 Concluding remarks

In this chapter, we investigated two ending rules equipped with online auctions: a hard close ending

rule and a soft close ending rule. The ending rule changes a structure of auctions, hence strategies of

both a seller and a bidder.

First, a bidder changes timing to bid depending on an ending rule. Roth and Ockenfels (2002)

presented empirical evidence that sniping, late bidding just before auctions end, is observed more

often in a hard close auction than in a soft close auction. Roth and Ockenfels suggested that sniping

can avoid bidding wars. Ockenfels and Roth (2006) proposed a theoretical model of online auctions,

and showed that sniping can be employed as a rational strategy by bidders in a hard close auction

but in equilibrium never be occurred in a soft close auction.

Second, a seller sets different reserve prices in auctions with different ending rules. Tsuchihashi

(2012) proposed another theoretical model of a soft close online auction by developing the McAfee

and Vincent’s (1997) sequential sealed-bid second-price auction model. Tsuchihashi found that in

12By using simulation with the agent-based approach, Duffy and Unver (2008) also show that a soft close yields a
higher revenue than a hard close.
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equilibrium a seller sets a reserve price lower in a soft close auction than in a hard close auction. The

data set collected from Nintendo DS Lite auctions in Yahoo! Japan Auctions seems to be consistent

with the theoretical result.

Third, different ending rules yield different selling prices, hence different revenues to sellers. To

test whether a soft close auction yields a higher selling price than a hard close auction, Houser and

Wooders (2005) constructed a field experiment at Yahoo! Auctions and Glover and Raviv (2012)

collected data from auctions of new Apple 60 GB Video iPods in Yahoo! Auctions from December

2005 to July 2006. These two studies show that a soft close auction yields a higher selling price than

a hard close auction.

Finally, we conclude this chapter by discussing the following issue on an ending rules. As shown

in Ockenfels and Roth (2006) sniping never constitutes an equilibrium. However, in reality, sniping

is observed in Amazon and Yahoo! auctions. Glover and Raviv report that 139 sellers (51.9%) chose

the soft close while only 129 sellers (48.1%) chose the hard close. The default option was the hard

close. Tsuchihashi (2012) collected data of single item auctions of new Nintendo DS sold in Yahoo!

Japan Auctions. In Tsuchihashi’s data set, 211 sellers (79.9%) chose the soft close while only 53

sellers (20.1%) selected the hard close during July 2008 and August 2008, and 224 sellers (91.4%)

chose the soft close while only 21 sellers (8.6%) selected the hard close during March 2011. Yahoo!

Japan Auctions changed a default ending rule from the hard close to the soft close at the beginning of

2009, and then sellers using the hard close decrease.13 Why is sniping actually observed in a soft close

auction, and who chooses a soft close auction in Yahoo! Auctions? Although Ockenfels and Roth do

not provide a clear explanation, we suggest the following two explanations.

First, new bidders may submit bids just before the auctions end even in a soft close auction.

Because each auction is held during several days, new potential bidders may join at anytime. A new

bidder usually checks for auctions ending sooner, and those ending later. If a bidder first does not

check for auctions ending soon, then he/she may lose a chance to bid in the auctions. Thus, this is a

reasonable behavior to bidders.

Second, inexperienced sellers who do not understand that a soft close auction yields a higher selling

price than a hard close auction are likely to choose a hard close auction. Glover and Raviv showed

that the hypothesis is correct by using two variables to measure a seller’s experience: length of time

that the seller has been a member on the Yahoo! Auctions website, and the number of iPods the

seller has sold during the period when Glover and Raviv collected the data. The Glover and Raviv’s

13Following Glover and Raviv, the soft close should attract more sellers than the hard close. However, in the Glover
and Raviv’s data set, the sellers seem to be indifferent between the two ending rules. Following Tsuchihashi, both the
seller and the bidders should be indifferent between the two ending rules. However, in the Tsuchihashi’s data set, the
soft close seems attract more sellers than the hard close.

12



explanation is persuasive, but their observation that about half of sellers choose a hard close may still

seem strange. Furthermore, even inexperienced sellers may have enough experiences to participate in

auctions as a bidder, and quite a few experiences as a seller may be enough for sellers to understand

that a soft close auction yields a higher selling price than a hard close auction. The future research

will aim to solve this issue.
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